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RETHINKING RITUAL Î
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that ritualsupports
is the ritual notion (or that "ritologists," ritual is

an important variable not just in tribal culture but also in modern

industrial culture. I'm referring to studies that have been undertaken

by such ardent ritual exegetes as Roy Rappaport, Barbara Myerhoff,

Ronald Grimes, Robert Bocock, Sally Falk Moore, and Richard

Schechner. Grimes has begun the important work of consolidating
research on ritual; he has taken a field of scholarship which was doggedly parochial and helped to expand it into a protoscience of its
own. (1) The work of these academicians, and others, has convinced
me that ritual - when critically understood - can serve as an exceedingly profitable aid in the analysis and evaluation of contemporary

cultural forms.

From whatever disciplinary perspective (e.g., anthropology, liturgical exegesis, sociology, semiology), and with whatever theoretical
equipment (e.g., structuralism, comparative symbology, phenomenology, hermeneutics) ritology is making serious inroads into the tra-

ditional preserves of cultural studies. Many contemporary

"ritologists" could be described as symbolic consociates of Victor
Turner (since they work largely under the spell of the Turnerian
vulgate whose doctrines are composed of a "processual" explanation
of ritual). These scholars persist in probing the cultural core of ritual,

stripping ritual of its derisory religious connotations, making the
topic conceptually exciting to scholars from a wide variety of aca-

*Peter L. McLaren is Special Lecturer in Basic Teacher Education at Brock University in St. Catherine, Ontario.
fAn expanded version of this article will appear in Creative Pruma in a Developmental Context, Judith Kase-Polisini, ed. (University Press of America) forthcoming, August, 1984. Also, a book-length expansion of this theme is forthcoming as
Education as a Ritual Performance (London: Routledge and Kegen Paul).
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diluted and trivialized to such an extent that it has become common

cultural property and continues to present serious problems for the
scientific examination of social relations. And psychoanalytic tradition has preferred a rather distasteful view of ritual, conflating the

term with symptoms of private pathology, idiosyncracy, and neurosis

(a view which first emerged from Viennese consulting rooms at the
turn of the century). These conceptions have done little to enhance
the reputation of ritual as a process of noteworthy social significance.

Some of the misunderstandings surrounding ritual stem, at least in
part, from varying undifferentiated explanations of the nature and
significance of ritual which have caused the concept to be solely connected to vital religions, or restrictedly defined, as in the stillborn
image of somebody perfunctorily going about simple routine such as
washing one's hands. Scholars and laymen alike have overemphasized
its picayune and superficial nature (e.g. , as synonymous with artifice
or empty gesture).
Within the literature on ritual there exists a theoretical skepticism
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What A Ritual Is

A ritual is not simply an arcane idea preserved in the breviary of the
parish priest, a formula from man's occult heritage kept alive by anti-

quarian interest and the august weight of tradition, or mysterious
gestures and invocations revolving around the consumption of tiny
white wafers and chalices full of wine. On the contrary, rituals are
constitutive of everyday human life, including secular activities. (4)
Rituals possess a primal validity: we are ontogenetically constituted
by ritual and cosmologically informed by it as well. None of us stands
outside of ritual's symbolic jurisdiction. Rituals are not confined to a

compact proscenium or church chancel; they are natural social activities found in, but not confined to, religious contexts. As organized
behavior, they arise out of the ordinary business of life. Religious rit-

uals are always and everywhere present in modern industrial life:

their orbit of influence permeates all aspects of our existence. We are
all inveterate ritualizers and ritual employing beings. We do not have
to wait for ecclesiastical edict or royal or school board fiat before partaking of ritual actions.
The term "ritual" is as much concerned with the mythic and symbolic repertoire of our common metropolitan existence as with doctri-

nal pronouncements, litterae divinae, reliquaries containing

particles of the "true cross," denominational affiliation, or the ecclesi-

astic polities associated with organized bodies of religious worship.
Many scholarly perspectives on ritual sheer away from recondite
questions pertaining to ultimacy, awe, and eternality or involvement
with ancient artifacts, figurines, inhumations, or middens. Instead,

they refer to the sacrality inherent in mankind's own ordinariness and

everyday life. (5) Skorupski (1976) remarks that we need "to be set
free from the strait- jacket of 'ritual = sacred = symbolic' versus
'practical = profane = instrumental' and the contortions to which
this simple-minded opposition leads." (6) The notion of ritual "may

surround any field of behavior and itself does not give birth to religion
any more than it gives birth to art or to social organization." (7)

Lincoln (1977) suggests that, as I research and compose the details
of this essay, I engage in a ritual process: that of footnoting or "the
invocation of the ancestors." Footnoting is, in effect, "a way of demonstrating anamnesis, the conquest of forgetfulness, for in the footnote we preserve the memory of our forebears and pay honor to their

achievements." (8)
Engaging in a ritual is also evidenced in participatory fieldwork.
"The fieldworker," Schechner (1982) informs us, "like the theatre
director, like performers in workshop-rehearsals, goes through the
three-phase Van Gennep mapped out as the preliminal rites of separation, the liminal rites of transition, and the postliminal rites of
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Rituals are not created ex nihilo. The seeds of ritual do not float

about in some sanctified ether or waft of incense; the roots of ritual do
not tunnel through the cultural soil of an idyllic prelapsarian garden
or emerge from the sterile moisture of a laboratory petri dish. Rituals
thrive in the world of lived experience; they germinate in the loam of
human foibles and a desire for survival and transcendence; they grow
conjuncturally out of the cultural and political mediations that shape

the contours of groups and institutions serving as agencies of socialization. Rituals are ensconced in the framework of both private and
institutional life; they are embedded in the socially conditioned, historically acquired, and biologically constituted rhythms and meta-
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The tendency to perceive ritual as simply a routine is a bowdleriza-

tion or corrupted usage of the term ritual which has invaded publi
discourse since the advent of high technology. Properly speaking,
however, a routine may be a genuine form of ritualized behavior.
That is, a routine is more than a ritual surrogate; a habit, more than a

psychoanalytic stepchild. But while routine or habitual actions do
fall under the morphological umbrella of ritual, they must necessar
ily be considered as paler, less authentic, more "wraithlike" forms o
ritualization. "Habituation," says Grimes, "is the bane of ritualization. . .imposed on the form of ought-filled, unmindful, heteronomy,
and then the secret of this imposition is glossed over." (19) Some
scholars treat routines and habits as subspecies or subrealms of ritual.
Barbara Myerhoff (1977), for instance, distinguishes ritual from
habits and customs by their utilization of symbols; rituals are said t
possess a significance beyond the information transmitted. While
they are described as accompanying routine or instrumental proceed
ings, ritual symbols are said to point beyond themselves, endowing

routines and customs with a larger meaning or greater

significance. (20)
A ritual may be conceived as a series of encoded movements that
oscillate between excessive randomness (high entropy) and rigid
structure (high redundancy). High entropy means that there are a
wide variety of ways that an energy system may be arranged. This
echoes Turner's concept of antistructure. Rigid structure or redundancy means that there are few possible ways of arranging a system;

Sally Falk Moore refers to this feature as the process of

regularization. (21) Ritual gestures with high redundancy amplify

the uniformity and symmetry of social process. Ritual actions high in
entropy tend to draw our attention to the tenuousness and arbitrariness of social life (as in the carnival or rites of inversion).
What a Ritual Is Not

Nonritual action is a form of "gestural noise" in which entropy is so

high that all possible meanings for the gesture are equally probable.
Gestural noise results from random movements lacking in predictability, syntax, codes, or patterns of meanings. Gestural noise is simi-

lar to Brenneman et al.'s "first-form of bodily awareness, a form in
which body consciousness is so close to itself that, like the serpent eat-

ing its own tail, it consumes itself." (22) Such movements are "self-

possessed," "premeaningful," and "presymbolic;" they are also
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Conclusion

Despite the fact that industrial life creates a very different ambience

than that which was created say, at Delphi or Stonehenge, rituals
should be acknowledged as part of the contemporary cultural garment; it must avoid being trapped in a reductive misidentification
with cultural artifice - a perspective that subsumes ritual under the
rubrics of conceptual cosmetic or "epiphenomenal slag." Clearly,
rituals are more than socio-cultural embellishments, more than irrelevant, theoretical toys created so that anthropologists and academic

exegetes can amuse themselves while studying exotic cultures.

If current misconceptions surrounding ritual remain as unrecognized

and unconscious as they have hitherto, they will continue to serve
as serious impediments to further research into contemporary social

life.
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